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Instruction and teaching of r. oric, English composition as well

as literaturi could be more effective and court be enhanced if black
.---language and stylistic influences of.the_blapk*lktredition of ?a4r . .

literature were rdbognited and used i .the classzToomi_ The black language
li

and stylistic influences of the black olk tradition of black. literature

are used widely as communicative aspects of our advertisements, cotier.

I

cials, political rallies, entertainment world (dramatic, comical, musical,

etc.), religious world,,psycho.cultural world and in some cases in our

educational settingA However, teachers and students need to km"ow'tbp
II

nature of and the effective use of the language and the style that

has been and still is used in the black folk tradition.of black literature, ,\
.

,These teachers and students.need.to recognize and to use the influences

of the black folk traditionanguage'and style as these have influenced
,

the linguistic usage4y bath blacks a'a well as whites 'who. often take on

many biaA language communication usage in cross cultural communication
.processes. The black language forWs havd great relevance for our:

educational environment,

The' black linguage part of the black folk traditon makes

reference t. the words used in the tradition, and the black stylistic

.part of the tradition makes reference to how the words are used in' the

black"folk tradition, This informatton should be knwn by teachers in order
. .

that they can instruct all their students in producing oral,and written
t compositions, in improQing students° reading skills, and in analyzing

and interpreting black literature and much mainstream literature.
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. Elements of the black dialect have been F.nd are still used ex.
.

tensively in the black'folk tradition and arc even being carried over

into the compositions of our students since they use many of these

expressions legitimately almost daily* Take note of the language of

black folk tales, black spirituals, black verbal and rhetorical

etrategies.Aangmageand stylistic elements go to make up the unique black

dialect used in the b14-1- folPtraditton of black American literature.

This black dialect has a' heritage-and a legitimate pla'ce in the black

folk tradition and many of the expressions should he recognized for their.

value in stUdents' persuasile language Productions

When black people were first brought ,from thlWest Coast, of Africa
4

ft

to American soil, they.stared comion cultural patterns which.were rich

in tradition and foiXibre* JaCk of a common language which came

about since they spOke many different dialects as'well as their late

as slaves did not keep them from'eXpressiii their emotion's, Sensations,.

'rhythms, and imagination* They revealed their African literary h4itage

through a native gift to produce folk literature such as poetryrhythii-
. 4.

cal songs, wise sayings, and through'oral folk stories with a 'use of

vivid imager' figurative and metaphorical language, double-edged.'

vocabulary and'settence Structure. The unique folk tradleon of bladk
1

American literattre included those literary tAes,that are bascallyoral,

such as black folk tales, black folklsongs (i.e., *spirituals, blues,.

ballads), black erm6ns, black jokes and,black'verbal and-rhetorical

strategies, such is rapping, shucking, jiving, runhing it dogn,
.

'fication ci signifying and sounding*

4
cJ
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AlmiLat, all xacial end ethnic groups h...ve pioduce anonymou music

,

and literature. These
.

folk musical and literary farms] arfl Usti.q...y predur;ed

spontaneously "and handed down orally from one.generat on'to.the next.

Hence, .in the transition1 state, the literature or m siiro-bay gain or

lose parts of its "content or Substance. These anonymous productions may

vary from plaCe to.place. Many versions of a part&cu incident (or

oral story o4r.iiter ry form) may arise about the sam,':timei in variaus
it

neighboring localftie-sanduclans, Lack of written 1 terary form results

in difidrent versions of a particular incident, stork, or literary form.
O.

Black folic 41terature4iid Its oqgins.in this same i-.,i;cess and iprarig-
4

basically fzom African and black American folklore, legends, customs, And

tradition. N!iten s.Ach fo,lk materials were reco.eded,. they were then pre-

f.

I+

servet; thus preventing change.

Although it is worth mentioning the ikporiance Of some eu
*.

black folk tradition writers of,b1Wok litbriture-rPaui.Latu'enc

standing

Dunbar,

Charls, Chesnutt, James BaldwinZora Ntale-Hurston, Sterling Browny,-

RAlph tit Mar.garet..Walker, James Weldon Johnion, Halo. Madhubuti

Pon Lee), Nikki Slovanni;.anki Imamu*Baraka:(IeRoi Jones4p,it is worth ,

takinginotilf Houstasi Bakerld assertion that "{to-mention other blackt -

writers 'who have employed aspects of the bla4 folklore tradition would
.. .

be to mention. almost every writer in the blaTcklAmekican literary,
1.

tradition."

t

v

Aside from this backdr send material, the instructors and 'the students.

first need to knew that themlis the black vocablilary or black language

part of the black fGlk tradition .of black American literatUre which

Houston A. Baker, Jr., Black Literature in 'Arnica (New York;
McGraw Hill, Inc., 1971), p.

4.
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came about mainly from a West African background.. jauci vocai)?ifury

of the blackifolk trAlti A often is called. slang as it is tted in:the

'eerinstream sense, but it ISA part cf the black man's ethnical:language
(

.t. t

and-cultural historical backgrpuna. Aeexamination or look- at such works,.. ,
.

as Maresca 14a-jorli Dictionary of the 1c,' nary of

Americanisms* Lorenzo L. TurnerskAfricanis

49.41tIte Dictionary of American English 4til1 .will reveal a -ifearlth of
black Alerican vocabulary words previously andoresently.in mainstream

use throUghoui Americai Some black vocabulary wordOtoame directly

from African origin* others from inflated word vocabulary origins, and

still othextirramAfritin load4translated words. Such words as "elephant*

"gumbo," "banjo," ''goOber*" "bananij.""iorcerys" "juke" as in juke-box,

"titer,' "tole as in coca -cola, oasfs*'' and "turnip" came directly from

African origin.

Thd,b/ack folk oral tradition has produced the following. black
. ,

African,lw-translated words such as "skin" (give mecsome skin) * *dig*"
v

,

"okay*" and "mean" (taken just the oppostte of the,mainstream'6glish usage).

. The black music world has contributed much to the lexicography of black ,

4

English usage. Prom this black form of, culture we get suchrwords as
..

.

"gig,* "cooking*""onainge s" (go111,4 through changes)* "hip*" and *jazz."
1 .

Groups like the Jackson4Pive and the Supremes give a clean all- '\
,

American image of blqci v4cabualry usage which may legitimately be seen

cand used in the classroom. -lie-Beatles are also indebted to bl.:.ck music \.

for much of their vocabulary.
.

From the black church and religious world

we have borrowed such words asl"shoutp! "soul," "Sistir*"'"Bro r)" We/1,1".
. ,

and "a11 right.", Jalacks* hence* have always used appropriate English for ,1

\4.

their, own purposes and for survival reasons. Beginning -with the Colonial

414
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''period of A
f

merican Negro slavery and on- down- to today, blicks nave
4

.ve - . .

. .
. .

, k

adopted some Europeah forms, but revised them into totally unique arc
A I

. .

pressions, Hence, black America:1,s songs, poetry, folk tales, literary,

Verbal ma rhetoricr4'forms have double, hidden and some not so hidden
V

meanings? Black .kmericans-in early historj and on down totoday have

devised a system of vocabulary communicative usage that ceolld not and -still

in many cases can not be deciphered by the mainstream culure. This fact.'

must be recognized 13:, mainstream instructors and taken into account
e

as these instructors seek to evaluate the work produced pyblack

students,

It is :forth noting by instructors and students that many black
,

. , ---.

vocibulry ;;ords get into` usage by the American Oeinstream.domiaant ,

. (. . v. .

. .ulture and, hence, they (these black words) enrich the general
. .

ocabulary of all Ameridant: 2xamples of this process may be seen as

the-mgAstream culture taket on many of the black deriiad words

Previously mentl:ned and uses such black vocabulary wordi as "cool,"

"jazz;" "uptight," and 'Wrap. "' Yet black.vocabu4ny is in a

constant flux of chaage, ter. when blacks desire to continue- their

use of the "coded" vocabulary and language with fi.gurativey usage and

rhetorical pcwer, they change the original usage they (blacks) had
.

originally assigned to the o.ord,. Such a case is the change of "hip" to

the new black use of the meaning of the word "together'''. Black.vocabualry

is definitely. full of images Laid metaphors, often with two levdls of

meanings, one Black and one,rerte.
/ ..4

1.

r
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The black style. and the black language of the black folk tradition

of black literature collie from the sacred anethe Secular combination.

The instructors and th'e students must be able to recognise this in the
*

productions ofthis folkork. It is evident from the African heritage
. .

.

that the spoken or oral word has the greatest value as may be* seen in toe-

black
. t . .

. ,

black oral tradition of this blacM, literature. Thus, the greatest per.
0

formance of black language can be seen in the, black in telling.
.

.

,

jokes, narrations ,or myths; in folk sayihiandgroverbs; in rapping in the
. ,

barbershop, beagty ihop,. ktreet corner, and signifyig in general. 'The

street corner blE.ck rapper'(giving an outstanding lashy,- exaggeativ,

draat-lc and spectacular speech) can be ' found in chard Wright s noel
. .--

I

I..

. ..

Black
.
wtio used it for survival reasons. '

Although the secular style Iueed on the 'street and the sacred style .

.
. t.

is used in the church, 'there is' no distinct separation "betWettnthem.... These.
,.. . :

two formi overlap when the preacher oftemuses similar type secular.: raps.

(4

This tact is evidenced by:reE:dings by blacrobiture poets such is Maki

Madhubuti (Don Lee) or.ImaMu Baraka (LeRoi Jolies) before a black auaien
/7

In black music the two types oier)ap.b1441tblues sihgers and bL.,ck

ieligiods song singeri, arttsts and performers moVe from one world to the
4

A

other. 'It must be noted thatthe black folk tradition language and style
A

were and are used by. Rap Brown, iMalcolm X, Martin ,I,.

fl

Jesse Jackson, Benjamin Hooks and Andrew Young. Their. speeches and
.... , - .

. .

writing show evidence of the movem6nt:frot the sacred-to the seoukiiir
. A ..

lombination with influences, of black language and style of the

black folk tradition. American literiture.
1 .

....

,
11
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instructors` and students of compari' tion, 'rhetoric and literature.

uld recognize that the bltlok ltnguace and the black style that make

the sacred and the,seeufar foil; tradition of black literature can: be

seen in many eledents or qual ties of exprO6sion of the 'persuasive

techniques of:the black folk tradition of the black literature. The
.

value of the recb'gnition o cfhis fact by the wr3.ter and the reader and

especlally-by the iinstruotor can govfar in adding'the Omamic utilization of

this important material, for classroom edification. -"\

The first of these persuasive techniques of the black tolk

tradition 'of blbiek literature is punning or playing on words and is"

often used,by aucks In Flaying the Dozens (black verbal game in whIreh

someone's motherid put down in a sexual context)) in sarmcns, in

political type rallies and in street corner raps, The next persuasive

-teachnique is the spontaneity ofblack folk'expresston. It is freedom

to improvise by taking advantage of anything that comes into \he
. ,

. language situations Third, blacks use A persuasive technique known dc
1-

indirection In which the aommunication maker hat part, by the power of
1

in endo orsuggestion.' For example, Malcolm 'X once started a.speech by

. \saying: "Mr.s.s.dPOYatcr, brother I9maxt brothers and sisters and enemies:
. \

wfspir-.- -

i just.Ca'n t believb everyone in here is a friendand I don't want to .

,

leave any re out." Tialeolm.1C is sending a hidden messace to his enemies

ands aiso putting; f.hem don; Image- :asking is another quality of this
V4 ;

bfi .

.pcTsuasive4lack luncudge ands style. It is an impditant criteria or

of black sp,4th in which there is a use of metaphOrtcal images and other
- %

lands of imagistic language. -Martin L. KingJr. used many of these forma

of metaphoricalslanguage'in is "Letter from Birmingham. u. Many slack)

,

1

. 1.1

40,



ministers use meta;hors and. images in their sermons. Many black.

- spirituals uLe images and metaphors toportray dual pictures and figures
4

of the Other-Worldliness and the Here-and ow-World of slavery and black

Atierican conditions since,the days of slavery.
.1

.

he bragger technique is the fifth persuasive device used by the

bl-ak rapper or user of the black language and the iilack style. He

boasts-a great deal. "Stag-0-Lee" which is ten from black blues and is

often heard in the Toait form (long epic-like poem) 4ao one of the greatest

black boasters in referring td physical badness anti coolness and one

. who can do the undoabl. He was so bad that would mot fly around
4

4 .

him or fly around his head in the summertime and even whited people were

said to be afraid of, him. (See Julius Lestti's Black Folk Tales, a book

which, gives an updated vefsion of.thiS and many_other'old black -Tolk tales.

in prose formA). Exaggerated language:. i also a black.persuasivip device
4,

which' is used when rappers (the black talkers or black writers) use

talk with .0commonwords and 4?rely used xpressions. Martin L. ly.ni.Jr.,

once called*a matter!"intandescentlY clear."

finally expressea verbal power which can be

words or phrases carefully chosen for sound

Persuasive tonal semantics

achieved throxigh the use of

effects. What it important is

for the .rapper ,to make words sound good although the words may 'or may not
use

\
maids sense. Auhammad A21 often/words fn this black tradit' on with his

taunting rhythmAhat pradiites,his opponents' dafTata\ pis ruotors should
_

be.made aware.9f thr validity of the above stated verbal 'ttategles used,%

for persuasive effects.'andithey.should take them into consideration as
... ^,

valid productsbof a rich black fclk traditian of black literature that has

rhetorical power.
4.

/

er.
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Other ways that instructors and students need to know how and that
gib

'black express themselves persuastvelYV uting t bli..ck folk tradition of

black li.erature are through the use cf Oall.and Response (African derived),

. Sequencing of Narratives, Semantic Signaling by Way of Tones and'Sig.

nifying or Sounding. -In each of these forms there is the combination of
1

the black secular (non - religious) and the sacred (religious) forms of

expression and tie dualism td achieve harmony ,and balance which is

African derived.

In Call ..nd Response black communication system there is a

spontaneous an*.nn-verbal interacticn between the speaker's or writer's

statement&'cr ''calls" which arademphasized'or punctuated by the listener's .

or readerls answers br "responses." This form of expressidn .s found in
*\.)

black spirituals, lAsck blues, black Work*songs,'black sermons (the preacher .

is responded, to by.the congregation); new black poetry and poetry reading

sessions and political rallies and similar type gatherings. Plaiky

students' classroom Sorkcontains this dommunication,processfor emphasis
.

.

in their oral and written composition. The Call-Response deVice is evident

in the black work song 5ianyThouffand Gone* and sPoller-de Drinkin''Gtu'd"
.

.

Richard Wiightlused 4his.r,telchn4gue iiiithe-funeral sermons i3 his novel
Iph

Tie Loma Dream.' In'the novel The Invisible Mau Ralph RilLson use4 the '

Call - Response process in its Secul ar context. He used this form'to tell

the story of the Haitian general To4ussaint MOuverture who led a success.
I

ful slave revolt ID 1791. r h 1
4

In Sequencing of Narrative one sees th9 stor7telisig thattis so evident

among Africanc and' Black Americans. It consists of slave and plantation.,
\

type folk tales (firer Rabbib John Cycle'stories, hart tales, ghosi'tiiles,

wltchcraft tales, conjuration tales,, preacher tales, etc.) in which inci4ents

and events are presented in a black rhetorical form used to explain a

po.lnt, to persuade believers of opposing views., tQ win friends, to

10



influence people on simply to entertain. For example, Charles Chesnuww,
1

presentedan early black American writer, prebented the black folk narrative form in

" hie "The Goopherea Grapevine" and many other of his tales, in his

The Oonjure Woman. In "The Goophered Grapevine there is a character

Uncle Julius, an ex-slave, who tries through a conjuration witty story

to fool a white Northern couple into not buying a vineyard which has made
small

him prosperous. Many of-the blacktales pinpeinithe underlining/animals

( us' black persons) who are supposedly weak and who outsmart the large

-Sized animals or enemies, usally the white reptesentatives. In America,

today there is a black yarn spinner just like the ancient African
day

counterpart, some present/mtories are talltales. stories about'God and

Biblical figures, historical henoeSand events in real life. So e .

black bluesb(secular) or black spiritusJs (sacred) present this equencing

of Narrative. The present day type of trickster tales are'tke black

Toasts which present the poet and the hero in a.fearless.state'and tell
) 4

the tale in 'epic form whicp shouts a'"toastu to the bad (or terrible or

gbod or excellent) character in .pinpointing theheroe Some of these

Soasti are "Signifying Monkey,""Stagolee," "Shine," "Sinking of the

"Mantic" and "Doledite." 'Noted black koetress Nikki Giovanni inher

"Ego Tripiinetpresentd an outstanding Toast, thus elevating the Toasti

above the barbershop, ,pool halls, street corner, and, prison, where they

are most 'often heard.

Julius Latter re-setthe poetic rStagolee" toad-toil:1 his book_
.

fflacit rolk Taleg ond it has the flavor of a legitimate form of black
/' . .

.. , .

.. ..

fclk tradition prose. These forms of narration include characterizatiOn,

'plot, details, oftern related digiessions", and outstanding verbosity

which is effectively used to tell the story, QUen figurative language,
4

lmr...e.s, or symbols are used in this type o1 narration.
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Alsp Signifying ,and t:he mildly termed Sounding are persuasive black
.

be -.

Verbal strategies tit lay effectively/used in the cdmmunicationVassreom..-
. .

%t, .

They refer to insulting someone, and they
1
involve boasts, implying, begging,

.

or inciting pomeone through the use of gestures in verbal p12. Signifying
. , .

refers to talking with great inuendo, to carp, to needle), telie, and.
t

,

to-cajole; It means the ability to talk aroUnd the subject while never
-f .

quite coming to the point. It also means making fun pf a person or. a

. ,situation. Signifying is characterized by indirection, metaphorjcar

imagistic, humorous anciironic+chniedes and uses playing on words,

th9ic14d'ency and sound. It can be a one-liner or a series of.loosely .

related statements or a long connected story, "'Goodnight / Sleep tight/-
...

Don't let the bed buts bite" s an example of a black folk rhyme song

using the fora orSignifYing.% MukCcom X on Martin L. King,Jr. $t nom.

violent revolution (referring to Ile etfmon practice of singing "We Shall .

Overcome" atita.Civil eights protest gatheri4 in the 1960's) said

!ina -revolution yott Aliinging, not singing," Signifying can be found

also in bawd Today by Richard Wright, .

$ .

'Semantic, Signaling by -Way of hones (African derived) is anotlwr one

4

of the devices of the black folk tradition of black literature that may
,

surf ace in the composition classroom, It consists of i use of'vocal

inflecttons and voice rhyths to p6rtray meaning in the communication

system: It scws tile use of the songified pattern. and the musical

It was used by such pecple a s Malcolm X (oral 'and written speeches),

Jesse Japkson (oral and written speeches4,Martin L. King,Jr. (oral and

writ ten speeches) and Richard Rryor. Sound is of utmost ilvortance

in the meaning of the black stylistic expression. the interaction between

what is said how it is said, wto cayllit,*to whom It 10 said, and the
1

socio-cultUral context in which it is saia.affeets the listener or the

\reader. Hence, tone serves as a register of mea4ing in Blank :4;nglish and

- 144
10
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may be see in repe

singing and inton4t

. .

itton and alliteration, pitay on words,. rhyme, talk-
.

on. Talk-si*ng may be seen in contemporary black

poetry Small inborporation of musical lyric and lines to be song within

the structure ofa pees). Isamu Barakaq.(IeRoi Jones) poem "The Hatton

Is Like Ourselves".is an-example here. Haki Madhlibutith (Don Lee) poem .

"Don!t Cry, Soream" is an example of how a poem is to be read and sung-at

the sante'time. Madhubuti's repetition of "change" throughout his' poem
e-

,

"Poem to Complement Other Poems" snows how the poet seeks to,get the blacks
0

to change their reality and'perception and gain a new stZt*!s.gn consciousness.

Ode of stres+nd pitch in-principal words in the black stylistic ways shows

black intonation,in black'folk literature. Rhyme also remains important

although the tree verse (used by Giovanni and Madhubuti) is used in the -

...-. . , .

cblack folk tradition and is more ali;n to prose writing. .,
-. 11

)
..

instructors may
%

aw upon the black devices:and,techniques shown;,,'
'

here. for .their discussions and for appilcatfon in their composition',

classes- in getting students teNtYite m persuativelk and in literature

clasies in getting studentp to aaly and adequately interpret literary.

'' . works. It is evident that black -students need to 1 macii-more aware of

3 multi.ethnic studies such as the black materials presented here, but

it is also evident that white mainstream culture students and other

minorities and 1,nstructoraced.to,know more,about thenon-mainstream,

culture is order to prevent their redeiving,p distorted picture of the"

rearAmeriCantw&r1,.--Hence,- this doek not mean,giving.white students
. .

. .

black studies,for the sake of. black power or- cultural enrichient but' it.

,

( . ;

instead means that there are some fundamental cultural langiLige

.0

linguistic differences that must bp understoo4 and that may be adequately
.

used In composition, - rhetoric and literature 'classes.,
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